
Results achieved in 2018 through our partnerships, including 
with the United Kingdom:
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The United Kingdom is a vital partner in the following areas:

Top recipient countries of the United Kingdom’s contributions:

In 2018, the United Kingdom
contributed a total of

$172.1 MILLION

UNDP – UNITED KINGDOM PARTNERSHIP

3 MILLION 
displaced people across 12 countries regained 
access to basic services like housing and energy

15 COUNTRIES 
received support to develop or implement 
strategies to prevent violent extremism

140 COUNTRIES
received assistance to move closer to 
meeting their Paris climate change pledges

$70.2 MILLION
to unearmarked or core funding 

(11% of total), giving UNDP the 

flexibility to help the poorest 

and respond quickly to crises.

$101.9 MILLION
earmarked to programmes

256 MILLION 
tonnes of carbon emissions, the equivalent 
to 50 million cars, were cut in 2018
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$6   Afghanistan

$17   Lebanon

$8   Zimbabwe

$6   Pakistan

$8   Bangladesh

POVERTY ERADICATION CRISIS RESPONSE 
AND RECOVERY

CONFLICT PREVENTION 
AND SUSTAINING PEACE

Seconded 

63 
senior staff to be 

Resident 
Coordinators

Doubled agency 
cost-sharing contribution to 

$10.3 
MILLION 

Facilitated 

$2.26 
BILLION 

in financial transactions 
for 118 agencies in 
over 170 countries  

Provided operational support
through our payroll system to 

35,000 
UN PERSONNEL

every month 

2x

POWERING UN REFORM



#NEXTGENUNDP AT A GLANCE

$5.5 BILLION
in revenue

17,000
people working

GENDER BALANCED  
leadership around the world

TRANSPARENT 
rated one of the world’s most 

transparent organisations

Present in
170

countries and territories

BALANCED BUDGET
for the second consecutive year

EFFICIENT
investing 90 cents of every 

dollar on development results

CONNECTED
with Accelerator Labs, new Global 

Policy Network, and Digital Strategy

Top 10 OECD DAC Contributors to UNDP in 2018

Unearmarked (“core”) contributions Total (earmarked and unearmarked) contributions

Total contributions: $5,202M
DAC contributions: $2,477M

Total core contributions: $624M
DAC core contributions: $609M

$49M $172MSwitzerland United Kingdom
Japan Sweden$66M $197M

Germany Norway$45M $152M
Netherlands Netherlands$34M $114M

Canada Switzerland$31M $109M
Denmark Italy$18M $82M

United Kingdom United States$70M $252M
Norway EU$71M $325M
Sweden Japan$76M $346M

United States Germany$80M $402M

The United Kingdom’s support underpins 
UNDP’s commitment to Agenda 2030 and 
the Sustainable Development Goals

UNDP is at the heart of the UN system. Today’s development 
challenges – from forced displacement to protracted conflicts 
and climate change – cannot be dealt with in isolation.

IN IRAQ

4 million of the country’s nearly 
6 million displaced people returned 
to areas covered by the engagement 
of UNDP and its partners.

IN LEBANON

850,000 host community members 
and Syrian refugees in Lebanon 
gained access to services and 
improved their livelihoods.

168,000 women were beneficiaries 
of recovery programmes.

IN BANGLADESH

3 million rural people without bank accounts received 
financial services through digital centres supported 
by UNDP.

With IOM, UNDP supported Government to integrate 
migration into national development strategies

2.6 million people have better access to health care, 
2.3 million have access to improved water supply, 
4.7 million have better access to electricity, and 
490,000 young people have better access to education.
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The United Kingdom’s support to UNDP’s core mandate 
enables us to:

Focus on the poorest: 86% of core programme 
resources are allocated to Low Income Countries 

Respond quickly and flexibly to crises like 
earthquakes, tsunamis or conflict

Be accountable, efficient and transparent – 
and publish the results of what we do


